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Abstract

The article presents a new method for improving learning rate of neural unit as a controller. Computations of static characteristic,
static gain and offset of a neural unit and a closed loop are shown. This information is added to optimization function used for
learning of the neural unit as a controller.
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1. Introduction

The article deals with using either linear or quadratic 
neural units as a discrete controller for continuous 
controlling [1],[2]. Using LNU and QNU as a controller 
is suitable for controlling the following types of systems:

• systems with partly nonlinear behavior
• systems with transport delay
• systems  which  are  partly  changed behavior

during proses or their life
• systems which have unknown behavior  or  we

don't want to know
The main advantages of this type of controller are:

• explicit expression 
• ability to learn in real-time [3]
• optimization function with only one local 

minimum [4]
   This  article  shows  new  options  of  extending  the
optimization function for  improving learning rate.  The
idea which was used is: If it's possible to express static
characteristic of neural units and closed loops, then it is
possible  to  use  this  information  for  extension  of  the
optimization function.
     This article also presents the basics of LNU and QNU
used as a model and  a  controller; and their learning by
using  reference  model;  computations  of  static
characteristics, offsets and static gains of LNU and QNU
and  closed  loop  which  h  consists  of  neural  unit  as  a
controller and neural unit as a model.

2.  Basic  of  Neural  Units  as  Controller
and Model and Real-Time Learning

The basic principle of controlling with reference model 
is to force the behavior of the reference model onto the 
closed loop fig.1 [5].

The input vector  to  the controller  consists  of  previous
samples  of  desired  values and  previous  samples  of
process variables (1).

(1)

The  controller  output  is  calculated  as  LNU  (2)  or  as
QNU (3).

(2)

(3)

It's  necessary  to  know the  relation  between  controller
output   and process variable   for learning of neural
unit as controller. Therefore the model neural unit is built
and  taught  similarly  as  a  controller  neural  unit.  The
output of the controller neural unit (4) for LNU and (5)
for QNU is calculated from the input vector (6).

(4)

(5)
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Fig. 1: Control Scheme of the Neuro-Controller with Reference
Model
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(6)

One of the methods which can be used for real-time 
learning of a neural unit as a controller is Gradient 
Descent [6]. The main advantages are simplicity and no 
need of using inverse matrix (controller must be able to 
update weights every sample and must be applicable in 
simple control units). Method Gradient Descent is shown
in (7) for QNU for updating weights of neural unit as 
controller.

(7)

Where  the  optimization  function  is  calculated
without a priori informavtion as follow (8).

(8)

3. Statics characteristic of neural units
as a model

A static characteristic of a dynamic system is a relation
between its outputs and inputs in steady states.  Steady
states means that the inputs and the outputs are constant
in time. Then the input vector (6) can be rewritten for
static state (9).

(9)

3.1. Static Characteristic of LNU

Equation (4) can be rewritten to tensor form and divided
by inputs (10).

(10)

The static output can be calculated from static input (9)
and equation (10) as followed (11).

(11)

From (11) is possible to express static characteristic (14)
of LNU (4), and static gain  (12)and (13).

(12)

(13)

(14)

3.2. Static Characteristic of QNU

The static characteristic of QNU is compiled like a static
characteristic of LNU.  Equation (3) can be rewritten to
tensor form and divided by input (15).

(15)

The static output can be calculated from static input (9)
and equation (15) as follow (16).

(16)

Where constants  are following (17).

(17)

From (16) it is possible to express static characteristic ()
of LNU (18)

(18)

Then the static gain is following:
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(19)

4. Static Characteristic of Closed Loop

The closed loop consists of a neural unit as a controller
and a neural  unit  as  a  model  of  controlled plant.  The
static  form  of  input  vector  to  the  neural  unit  as  a
controller is:

(20)

4.1. Static Characteristic Closed Loop LNU as a
Controller and LNU as a Model

The static characteristic of LNU as a controller can be
built analogously with LNU as a model:

(21)

By integrating the (21) into (14) and simplifying we get
static characteristic (24) static gain (22) and offset (23)
of closed loop.

(22)

(23)

(24)

4.2. Static Charakteristic Closed Loop QNU as a
Controler and QNU as a Model

The static characteristic of QNU as a controller can be
built analogously with QNU as a model:

(25)

Where constants  are following:

(26)

By  integrating  (25)  into  (16)  and  simplifying  we  get
following equation:

(27)

5. Expansion Optimization Function

As was mentioned in paragraph 2, the basic principle of
controlling with reference model is to force the behavior
of the reference model onto the closed loop. Because the
static  characteristic,  static  gain  and offset  of  reference
model  are known,  it's  possible  to  add  this  part.  A
reference  model  with  a  linear  static  characteristic
without offset and with static gain equal to 1 is supposed.
The optimization function is built  as a  function which
minimum value is equal to 0 only when the behavior of
the closed loop is optimal.

5.1. Optimization Function of  Closed Loop LNU
as a Controller and LNU as a Model

The  optimization  function  for  closed  loop  LNU  as  a
controller and LNU as a model can build as following:

(28)
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The optimization function (28) means, that the optimum
is  when  output  of  reference  model  is  equal  output  of
neural unit as a plant (5) and static gain of closed loop is
equal to 1 and offset of closed loop is 0 .

5.2. Optimization Function of Closed Loop QNU
as a Controller and QNU as a Model

The static characteristic of QNU-QNU is nonlinear. The
static  characteristic  is  linear  only  when  static  gain  is
constant.  Therefore  the  optimum  will  be,  when
components  in  (27) containing other variables than  
or  are 0. Then the static gain can be calculated as the
constant  (29)  and  the  optimization  function  can  be
expressed from (27) and (29) as  (30).

(29)

(30)

6. Experimental analysis

In this chapter, a comparison between learning rates of
controller  with  and  without  a  priori  information  in
simulations is presented.

5.1. Linear Plant Control

The learning rate was tested on linear plant described in
differential equation (31).

(31)

Properties  of  controlled  plant  and  desired  behavior  of
closed loop (properties of reference model) are in tab.1

Table 1. Properties of the Controlled Plant and the Reference
Model

Controlled Plant Reference Model

Static Gain

Roots

Transport Delay

The  test  was  performed  with  relearning  LNU  as  the
model  of  the  controlled  plant.  The simulation  of  real-
time  learning  controller  was  with  initial  weighs

. Results are shown in fig.. The sample time
was .

5.2. Nonlinear Plant Control

The learning rate was tested on linear plant described in
differential equation (32).

(32)

Properties () depend on actual  and are shown in fig..

The Reference Model was same as in the previous case.

The results of the learning test are shown in fig.4.

Fig. 2: Results of Learning QNU as a Controller with 
and without A Priori Information 

Fig. 3: Properties of the Controlled Plant
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6. Results

The  article  showed  new  options  of  learning  for  high
neural units as controllers; static characteristic of a single
neuron  and  neurons  in  closed  loops.  The  information
about  static  characteristic  was  used  for  building  the
optimization  function  that  for  learning  neurons  as
controller. Results of simulations controlling linear and
nonlinear plants shows increased learning rate.

Symbols

LNU Linear Neural Unit  
QNU Quadratic Neural Unit 
HONU Higher Order Neural Unit

discrete time 
input vector into a neural unit as a model
process variable
output from a neural unit as a model
 output of a controller
desired value
number of  in vector  
output of   in vector   

number of  in vector 
number of  in vector 
weights of a neuron as a controller
weights of a neuron as a model
order of HONU
static gain of closed loop

offset closed loop
weights vector or matrix of neural unit as a 
model 
weights vector or matrix of neural unit as a 
controller
learning rate constant
proportional learning rate constant
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Fig. 4: Results of Learning QNU as a Controller 
with and without A Priory Information 
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